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Watch,Sexuele,Voorlichting,1991,Belgium,hq,porn,SexueleÂ .The infamous cyber thieves behind
the massive 2013 large-scale bitcoin heist from online trading platform Bitstamp have reportedly

been brought to justice with the arrest of one of the four men involved. The four suspects are
currently in custody in the United States in connection with the presumed theft of 4 million USD

worth of bitcoin earlier this year, according to Reuters. The men were arrested by US Federal
agents on a complaint filed by the FBI in June 2015. At the time, the US Department of Justice

said in a statement: "Armed with sophisticated malware, the cyber thieves stole approximately 4.5
million bitcoin from the online trading platform Bitstamp by manipulating the exchange’s

servers." However, the details of the investigation and what, if any, role the men played within the
alleged hack was not made clear at the time, leading many questions about the specifics of the
alleged heist. The repercussions of the massive theft It was later uncovered that one of the four

suspects was part of a domestic and international piracy ring that was believed to have been
responsible for stealing over 100 million USD worth of media files. Also, while the name of one
of the men, 22-year-old New Jersey native Shaun Woolridge, has come to light, the other three

remains anonymous. The largest bitcoin heist to date The multi-million dollar bitcoin heist marks
the largest of its kind, having stolen more than double the amount stolen from Target and more
than 10 million USD in bitcoin than what was stolen in the infamous JPMorgan heist in 2013.

"Bitstamp.net was the original bitcoin exchange and in the fall of 2013 the operators of the service
were attacked and they were hacked," explained Coinsource chief executive Tim Boers. "Bitstamp

lost hundreds of thousands of bitcoins when the hackers gained access to the exchange's hot
wallets and attempted to drain them." "The threat of a hacker stealing people's money is very
real." The total figure of 4.5 million USD is based on a posted Bitstamp price of $1,000 per

bitcoin. Vancouver exchange Cryptsy is also believed to have been hacked and stolen millions
USD in bitcoin. The exchange went
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